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Dear Mr. Price, 

Thanks for the copy of your letter to Liebeler and for writing it. cur minds 
are in track. Ile hasn t answered my challenge of July 19, nor has he or the President 
of NCLA answered my cfttieism-complaint. Liebeler is the first fox hired to guard the 
chicken house. 

Meanwhile, taxpayers are paying pert o' the cost of his bock end lending 
the prestige of a public institution to it. he says both sides are noww needed? Isn't 
that what the Report was to Give - what we paid him to dot 

The effrontery of a man who presumes to sit in judgement on himself: The gall 
of having hi's students, who he will grade, evaluate his performance. Picture of. 
a kid who finds What I have and says what I have: 

I told UCLa it is not Lane end Epstein who persuade Liebeler to this project. 
Lane doesn't mention Liebeler, and Lpsteini makes hikjust short of Christ-like. 
It is AIIMASH. Ee ordered a copy, daring to deeand it free but promising to pay if 

ea-I-wouldn't give it to him. he-:said. he had.rscanned" it and found, some of the 
references to him something less than complimentary. My reply was to give him every 
citation, to ask him to read it carefully and to then coment. I especially asked 
him to examine what I lied on his handling of the photographic witnewes. nehas been 
totally silent and hasn't paid the five bucks, either. 

I suggested to UCLA that is they really sant both sides I'll be happy to seri 
theme question a week, coming entirely from the official record and from Liebeleris, 
part in it. This can then be read before th- student body end Liebeler can reply, I 
also supested that honest confestthon is not over-advertised. Silence. Why nofr If 
he been t been able to answer me in three and a half months, fears mentioning the 
name of my book, why should he rish into a debate with me. krenkle, I'd rather 
needle and worry him for a while, for when my new book is available there will be 
no point in him engaging in any debate. His record is as bad as the worst, and - this 
is his present greet apprehension. 

I have also agreed to go to his stamping grounds and debate him when Calif., 
people asked me if I w uld and they said they'd provide pine tickets. This came about 
when Lane &alined to meet ,him. Liebeler then bewailed Lane's failure to file the 
promised slander action (Zane will be a damned fool if he does, for he cannot win it). 
In my letternto UCLA I recalled this larx Liebeler's comeenti in his letter to me to 
sugeest that if he so yearns for a slander suit, why does he not file one against ms4 
Again, silence. But I build a record. It takes work and time I do not have, but every 
phoney gets his chance - end remains silent. 

have rich new materiel that I cannot now go into, for yesterday's devalopmeuts, 
a coming press conference late `ridgy night after the press preview of the Metromedia 
show in ;fashington that runs fot three hours plus a snack break beginning at 7:30 and 
other things I'm into, kee me too busy. But we move forward. Yesterday's shameful 
commemoration of the coming anniversary by further deception and diversion is but a 
reflection of the applied public pressure, end that is very good. 

Thanks and sincerely, 

liarold 


